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 City park must be revitalized for the recreation of all categories of society 

  

EC Ma Ndryshe and OPMDK in Prizren have published the visioning report, and conducted the 

public performance "City park for everyone". 

  

The revitalization vision of the city Park, and the adaptation of this green public space for the 

needs of the people with disabilities was designed after several months of consultations with 

different groups of people with disabilities and regular users of the park. 

  

Within the public performance, the requests arising from the visioning of interventions were 

presented, such as the creation of accessible sidewalks for all, new access ramps for the existing 

stairs and for the bridge, toilets for the disabled in the existing public toilets, playgrounds for all 

children, multifunctional field, parking for the disabled, benches for everyone, etc. 

  

For more information about the visioning of the City Park, download the full report in the link: 

http: //ecmandryshe.org/repository/docs/161208123218_RAPORTI_I_PUNETORISE_SE_VI 

ZIONIMIT_PARKU_I_PRIZRENIT_RBASHA.pdf 

  

Publication of the visioning report and the implementation of the public performance "City Park 

for everyone" have been realized within the project "Prizren, a city without barriers". The overall 

goal of this project is to increase the participation of persons with disabilities and that of the 

youth in the designing of "Prizren without barriers."  

  

Sincerely,    

Valon Xhabali, Program Coordinator  

EC Ma Ndryshe NGO  

Saraqët 5, 20000 Prizren    

Bulevardi Nëna Terezë 30B H-I-.5, 10000 Prishtinë www.ecmandryshe.org 

& info@ecmandryshe.org  

+381 38 224 967 & +381 29 222 771  
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 This activity is realized within the project Prizren, a city 

without barriers, which is financially supported by 

USAID, E4E program and supervised by ATRC.  
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